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Smart Sustainable City Concept Launched   
Miji Bora

WIOMSA through its Cities and Coasts 
program put out a call for proposals for 
funding for projects within the Western 
Indian Ocean region that are aimed at 
sustainability’s of coastal cities. 

WIOMSA recently participated in the launch 
of Miji Bora, a project concept by COMRED, 
a marine conservation organisation based in 
Mombasa, Kenya which was funded under this 
round of calls for proposals earlier in 2018.  

Miji Bora is Swahili for Smart City. The project 
is therefore hoping to turn Mombasa County 
into a smart sustainable city . 

“COMRED, the County Government of 
Mombasa and other local and regional non-
governmental organisations have partnered 
in transitioning Mombasa into a sustainable 
city,” explains |Dr Valentine Ochanda of 
WIOMSA’s Cities and Coasts project. 

“Miji Bora is a project that has great potential 
for coastal cities in the region,” Ochanda says. 

“It is great to see the County Government 
of Mombasa very invested and involved in 
this project. We hope that this vision for a 
sustainable city will succeed well beyond the 
three year funding period.”

WIOMSA’s cities and coastal project 
seeks to understand and enhance spatial 
planning and social analysis within the 
WIO region. In the understanding of the 
interface, it is essential to include inputs 
from supplementary documents such 
as government policy and reports to 
understand the challenges, the actors, the 
opportunities that affect and can reduce the 

efficacy of coastal cities planning.

The Cities and Coasts project is implemented 
within its new WIOMSA framework of 
contributing towards achieving its overall goal 
set to be achieved by 2022. 

The overall goal of the project is to establish 
and operationalise a regional science to 
policy platform that generates and builds 
capacity, mobilises resources and well as 
shares and facilitates scientific and policy-
relevant knowledge to assist the Western 
Indian Ocean region deliver on the 2030 
Agenda for oceans, islands, coasts, and 
climate change.

Valentine Ochanda speaking with the press after the 
launch 

The Project Principal Investigators display the launch 
certificate


